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Abstract MindMapping [46] is a well-known technique used in note taking, which
encourages learning and studying. MindMapping has been manually adopted to help
present knowledge and concepts in a visual form. Unfortunately, there is no reliable
automated approach to generate MindMaps from Natural Language text. This work
firstly introduces MindMap Multilevel Visualization concept which is to jointly vi-
sualize and summarize textual information. The visualization is achieved pictorially
across multiple levels using semantic information (i.e. ontology), while the summa-
rization is achieved by the information in the highest levels as they represent abstract
information in the text. This work also presents the first automated approach that takes
a text input and generates a MindMap visualization out of it. The approach could
visualize text documents in multilevel MindMaps, in which a high-level MindMap
node could be expanded into child MindMaps. The proposed method involves un-
derstanding of the input text and converting it into intermediate Detailed Meaning
Representation (DMR). The DMR is then visualized with two modes; Single level or
Multiple levels, which is convenient for larger text. The generated MindMaps from
both approaches were evaluated based on Human Subject experiments performed on
Amazon Mechanical Turk with various parameter settings.
Keywords Text Visualization ·Multi-level MindMap Automation
1 Introduction
MindMapping was introduced as a visual note taking technique, developed by Tony
Buzan in the 1960s [46]. It is a powerful pictorial method for representing knowl-
edge, concepts and ideas. Figure 1 shows a MindMap example that illustrates William
Shakespeare’s biography. It is not hard to see that by just looking at this picture, it is
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2 M Elhoseiny et al.
easy to recall many aspects of Shakespeare’s life, which is one of the MindMap ben-
efits (i.e. Review, Revision). Creating MindMaps itself is also interesting compared
with linear text. It also improves imagination and meanwhile it is fun.
“Linear note taking has served as one of the greatest impediments to learning”,
says Tony Buzan. However, he claimed that linear note taking constraints the brain’s
potentials by forcing it to use limited modes of expression [46] and hence it fails to
stimulate creativity. According to Buzan [46], the main motivation behind MindMap-
ping technique is that, unlike linear text, using pictorial representation of ideas stimu-
lates both sides of the brain (left and right). However, there are scientific doubts about
Buzan’s argument on the brain hemispheres. Recently, neurologists at Utah university
performed a two-year study on 1000 people [8], which shows that the brain is more
complex than this claim of left and right-sided brain. They divided the brain into 7000
regions and they found no evidence that the human subjects had a stronger right or
left-sided brain network 1. Despite that Buzan’s justification of MindMaps by brain
hemispheres is mere popular psychology and not scientifically justified, there are a
lot of studies that shows that the MindMapping is a powerful and effective technique
to access information and to encourage learning, studying and reading (e.g. [14,17]).
Fig. 1: Manually Created Shakespeare’s life MindMap [23] (best seen electronically)
With today’s vast and rapid increase in the use of electronic document readers,
smart phone, and tablets, there is an eminent need to develop methods for visual-
izing and summarizing textual contents. We argue that MindMapping is not only a
note-taking tool, but also can be developed to serve as a powerful tool for joint text
1 More discussion on this study is covered by the guardian
http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2013/nov/16/left-right-brain -distinction-myth
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summarization and visualization. Converting a text paragraph to a MindMap would
provide an easier way to visually access the knowledge and ideas in the text.
One of the reasons why many people may not create MindMaps is that it needs a
huge mental effort and concentration, specially for MindMapping a big text. Besides,
only few people are creative enough to draw good MindMaps. To the best of our
knowledge, there is no existing method to build MindMaps from raw text according
to the joint text summarization and visualization concept that we develop in this pa-
per. The goal of this work is to build a step in that direction by developing the first
framework that takes a text input and generates a MindMap visualization out of it; a
former version was presented in [16]. Our framework is constructed to visualize large
text documents in multilevel MindMap, in which a high-level MindMap node could
be expanded into a child MindMap. Figure 2 shows the MindMap visualization of the
Shakespeare example, generated by our method, in a single level and multiple levels
( his life and work information are expanded as two child MindMaps).
Fig. 2: Top Left: Input text, Top Right: Shakespeare Single-Level (With web image
queries has no restriction on images), and Bottom: Multi-Level MindMaps (with web
image queries restricted to the set of Clip-Art Images), generated by our Framework
and their corresponding input textual description
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There are various potential applications for these versions of automatically cre-
ated MindMaps that we are developing. For example, audio recording of notes can
be converted into text that is passed into our framework to generate a MindMap
notes. A lecturer can utilize the framework to prepare presentations by converting
text to MindMaps. Furthermore, the generated hierarchical MindMaps would help
make MindMap presentations more common due to minor effort and time needed
to create them. Finally, MindMaps visualization could help users of electronic book
readers to better access information through them.
The contributions of this paper are:
1. We introduce MindMapping as an approach to jointly visualize and summarize
textual information. Visualization is achieved pictorially across multiple levels
using semantic information (i.e. ontology), while summarization is achieved by
the information in the highest levels. Our work could also be viewed as a method
to visually abstract textual information in multiple levels.
2. Novel approach to generate Single and Multilevel MindMaps from pure text and
an input Ontology.
3. Two approaches were proposed for retrieving relevant pictures from the web.
4. First comprehensive evaluation of an automated MindMap framework by human
subjects.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the related liter-
ature. Section 3 to section 7 describe the proposed framework and techniques. Sec-
tion 8 describes the evaluation procedures and shows the results using different sys-
tem parameters. Section 9 presents our conclusion and the future work.
2 Related Work
Our formulation addresses the problem as a hybrid between text summarization and
visualization. In the context of text summarization, the top level MindMap serves as a
summarized version/ abstraction of the document. Meanwhile, the detailed informa-
tion of textual content could be visually accessed through a hierarchy of MindMaps.
This section presents related work in each of text summarization, visualization, a
connection to Concept/Topic Maps, and MindMapping existing systems.
2.1 Text Summarization
Several approaches have been proposed for text summarization [13]; key approaches
follow. Conroy and O’leary [11] used Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) to model the
problem by sentence extraction/selection from a document considering local depen-
dencies between sentences. Later, Osborne [41] used log-linear models to obviate the
feature independence assumption in previous models as he claimed and showed em-
pirically that the system produced better extracts than a naive-Bayes model, with a
prior appended to both models. Then, Kaikhah et al [24] trained a Neural Network
model from the labels and the features for each sentence of an article, that could infer
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the proper ranking of sentences in a test document. Other approaches use deep Nat-
ural Language Processing (e.g. [33], where Marcu et al merged the discourse based
heuristics with traditional heuristics).
While, text summarization provides a reasonable resolution to the growing in-
formation overload, it does not provide an organized access to the document infor-
mation. This limits its capability to structurally localize the information of user’s
interest in the given document, which introduces a key motivation for our multilevel
MindMap Visualization concept .
2.2 Text Visualization
Some of the state-of-the-art text visualization techniques build on tag clouds. Exam-
ples include work conducted by IBM in Wordle, which is a web-based text visualiza-
tion method that creates a tag-cloud-like displays with careful attention to typogra-
phy, color and decomposition [47]. The generated clouds give greater prominence to
words that appear more frequently in the source text. Van Ham et al. [21] presented
PhraseNet technique, which diagrams the relationships between different words in the
text. It uses a simple form of pattern matching to provide multiple views of the con-
cepts contained in a book, speech, or poem. Recently, Afzal et al [1] integrated spa-
tial constraints to automatically visualize textual information on typograhical maps.
There are three significant differences differentiate our work from the aforementioned
works. First, their algorithms do not involve deep understanding of the text. Second,
each node is visualized with the word itself. However in MindMaps, visual nodes
could be mapped into pictures of a concept and its properties (e.g. car with red color
attribute). Third, our approach can generate multilevel representation, which is not
supported by Wordle, PhraseNet or Afzal’s method.
Fig. 3: Wordle (left) [47] and PhraseNet (right) [21].
Topic models and semantic representations have been adopted to help organize
and visualize information. In this direction, Feng et al. [18] developed a model for
multimodal meaning representation, based on linguistic and visual context. The ap-
proach exploits enormous resource of documents and associated images available on
the web. A relevant application is the automatic conversion of text to 3D animation.
Ma [31] proposed Lexical Visual Semantic Representation (LVSR) which connects
linguistic semantics to the visual semantics and is suitable for action execution. This
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application involves deep analysis of the text converting it into user defined concept
by which it converts the text into actions to be performed on 3D models. In addition,
Coyne et al. [12] presented a method that incorporates lexical and real-world knowl-
edge to depict scenes from language. However, these approaches are constrained to
limited number of predesigned 3D-models and relations and are not hierarchical. Re-
cently, Dou et al [15] presented an approach to visualize text collections using topic
hierarchies. While, their approach provides a reasonable access for visually exporing
text corpus, our approach addresses pictorial visualization and abstraction of a chosen
textual document by the MindMap Visualization concept. In addition, the explored
hierarchy in [15] are topic based, while the hierarchy provided by our visualization
is based on semantic abstraction of the textual input content. As an illustration, our
approach could be integrated with the approach [15] to visualize a document selected
by exploring the topic hierarchies, organized by [15].
2.3 Topic Maps and Concept Maps
Concept maps [39] have been used to express people’s understanding about a specific
topic. For few decades, this tool has attracted people of all ages and different knowl-
edge domains. They include concepts usually enclosed as boxes or circles and rela-
tionships between these concepts indicated by a connecting line. Topic maps [32,42]
are very similar to Concept Maps, while Topic Maps are standardized. It has been
defined as a form of semantic web technology and a lot of work has been done to ad-
dress interoperability between the W3C’s RDF/OWL/SPARQL. The current standard
is taking place under the umbrella of the W3C committee.
In contrast to Concept Maps and Topic Maps, MindMapping often includes but is
not limited to radial hierarchies (where central ideas is in the center, while connected
to related entities around it) and tree structures. Another difference is that a MindMap
reflects people’s thoughts about a single topic, while Concept Maps/ Topic Maps can
present a real or abstract system or a set of concepts, which is not restricted to specific
topic.
The majority of the literature has focused on the representation of topic maps
and concept maps to enhance some NLP tasks (e.g. parsing, Word Sense Disam-
biguation [37], etc). Rather, we would like to view these maps as a powerful tool
that could be used to jointly visualize and summarize information. In particular, we
present the concept of multilevel/hierarchical MindMaps as a notion of visualizing
textual information in multiple levels. Higher levels reflects coarse information in
the text document, while lower levels present the fine details. We chose to name it
multilevel/hierarchical MindMaps because MindMaps are (1) less restrictive on the
representation than Concept and Topic Maps, (2) topic-oriented which is relevant in
the setting we utilize (i.e. representing information from textual description), and (3)
In our experiments, we focus on topics that could be presented as a single central idea,
which is consistent with the MindMap notion. However, we argue that most of the
topics could be presented a set of central ideas that could be presented by MindMaps.
Hence, we don’t restrict our definition of Hierarchical MindMaps to topics of a sin-
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gle central idea. We focus in this paper in the steps, we designed to generate the
multilevel MindMap from a textual description.
2.4 Existing MindMapping Systems
There are two ways for creating a MindMap. One way is manually by using a paper,
pens and colors, but this requires, beforehand, reading and understanding the text well
to design a good MindMap. Another way is to use existing software that just serves
as an editing canvas, where user can insert pictures and create relations between them
(i.e., manually). Examples include “I Mind” [40], “Nova Mind” [45].
Finally, the most relevant work was conducted by Hamdy et al. [22]. They pre-
sented a prototype for the MindMap Automation, however, it was just a demonstra-
tion on few examples of few sentences and then it was applied in a mobile application
in [26]. There are two critical drawbacks in this approach. (1) It is almost an uneval-
uated demo. (2) It supports only single-level MindMaps. This limitation make the
approach incapable of representing information of a larger text. Hence, it can not
support our concept of simultaneously visualizing and summarizing textual informa-
tion.
3 Proposed Framework
Our objective is to propose a method to jointly visualize and summarize visual in-
formation (we call multilevel MindMap visualization). We begin by presenting the
outline of the approach through the data flow diagram in figure 4; we will present the
details in later sections.
Fig. 4: Data Flow of the proposed Multilevel MindMap Generation framework
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We first extract, what we call Semantically Enriched Parse Trees (SEPTs), from
the input text through a Text Semantic Preprocessing step that we implemented. The
SEPTs consist of the parse trees for each sentence augmented with disambiguated
senses at each terminal node in the parse tree. Furthermore, for each anaphor node
(e.g. pronouns), a pointer, to what it refers to, is stored. These SEPTs are then con-
verted into a Detailed Meaning Representation (DMR) that represent all the informa-
tion in the text as a graph. Then, the DMR is converted to a Multi-Level Meaning
Representation (MLMR), which is a tree of meaning representations. Each node in
the MLMR tree stores a Meaning Representation (MR) starting from the root node
where its MR holds the most abstract information in the text to the leaves where
details are presented. The final step in our framework is the MindMap Generation,
which converts an input MR into its pictorial representation and dynamically allocate
it on the screen. Hence, the MLMR could be visualized as a Multilevel MindMap by
traversing the MLMR tree and visualizing the MR of each node. It is worth mention-
ing that a Single level MindMap could be generated by running the MindMap Gen-
eration step directly on the DMR instead of Generating a MindMap for each node in
the MLMR. However, If the input text is of a big size, the Single Level MindMap
would be quite unclear and unorganized. Figure 5 (middle part) shows an example,
where single level Mindmap visualization hinders comprehension speed, simplicity
and clarity. However, Multilevel MindMap visualization is much clearer (see figure 5
bottom part).
An ontology is needed for both DMR Generation to understand attributes of ob-
jects/subjects while creating the DMR, and for MLMR generation to semantically
group related entities in MLMR. Ontology is also used in the MindMap Generation
step to determine whether a concepts needs to be pictorially represented; see figure 4.
The details of the outlined approach is presented as follows. Section 4 details the
Text Semantic Pre-processing (TSP) step. Section 5 presents the DMR generation
approach. Section 6 presents the MLMR Generation. Finally, section 7 presents the
MindMap Generation step.
4 Text Semantic PreProcessing (TSP)
In this step, we extract sentence-wise information from plain text, which we call Se-
mantically Enriched Parse Tree (SEPT). As aforementioned, each SEPT consists of
a parse tree, anaphora resolution (discourse analysis) results, and the intended sense
for each word in the sentence. In order to compute the SEPTs, four main tasks are
performed: (1) morphological analysis [48], (2) parsing [4,10,34] and syntactic struc-
tural analysis [27,30], which produces a single parse tree that respects the structure of
given sentence. (3) discourse analysis [28,43] outputs anaphora resolution results (4)
Finally, Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) [2, 5, 37] determines the intended sense
for each word in the sentence based on WordNet [36]. Having augmented the parse
trees with the senses produced by WSD and the anaphora resolution results, the gen-
eration of a SEPT for each sentence in the text is concluded. In this work, we utilized
recent approaches for such a well-studied phase in Natural Language Processing, as
detailed in [22]. Other methods could be applied as long as they produce the SEPTs.
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Fig. 5: Top: Textual description of ”Marie Stopes” historical figure, Middle: its corre-
sponding single Level MindMap (Difficult to read), Bottom: Structured Visualization
using Multilevel MindMap Visualization of of the same text (Easier to read)
Figure 6 shows TSP output of Shakespeare’s example. The bottom left part shows
the generated parse trees as the output of the parsing and syntactic structural analysis.
The bottom left part shows the discourse analysis output which is anephora resolu-
tion. “HE(2,1)” means the “HE” word that occurs as the first word of the second
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Fig. 6: Text Semantic Preprocessing (Syntactic Analysis, Anaphora Resolution, Word
Sense Disambiguation) for Shakespeare Example. The Syntactic Parse trees are aug-
mented with the senses and the discourse analysis results to form SEPTs
statement. The listing in the figure indicates that “Shakespeare (1,1)”, that occurred
in the first word of the first statement, is referenced in the succeeding pronouns (i.e.
“He(2,1”, “His(4,4)”, etc). The top right part of the figure shows the meaning/sense
of each word that occurs in the sentences, while grouped in the data structure for
each statement. Augmenting the parse trees with the the discourse information and
senses directly produces the SEPTs. We denote the set of SEPTs extracted from the
text by P = {pi, i = 1→ N}. We define n be a node in any of the SEPTs, we define
n.r as the node that n points to in case it points to a previously declared noun/noun
phrase, n.r = NULL otherwise. n.r could point to a node in a possibility different
SEPT. We also define n.s as the sense that n means in case it is a terminal node,
n.s = NULL otherwise.
5 DMR Generation
Designing a meaning representation for Natural Language Text implies understand-
ing its content and representing it in a semantically accessible way. During DMR
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Generation, P is converted to a further meaningful representation, which consists of
conceptual frames and relations between these them. There are two types of frames
in our framework (Entity frames and Action Frames). Entity frames represent entities
mentioned in the text (persons, objects etc), while Action Frames represent activ-
ities in the text (i.e. verbs). Possible relations between the frames are Case-Role,
Domain and Temporal relations. A Case-Role relation represents semantic role of an
entity frame in a particular action. For instance, in “john plays football” sentence,
the subject “john” has an “agent” case-role in the “play” action, and the object “foot-
ball” frame has a “theme” case role in the same action. Temporal relations are inter-
propositional relations that communicates the simultaneity or ordering in time of
events or states. Domain relations encode logical connection between action frames
(i.e. verbs). Figure 8 illustrates different types of case-roles, domain relations and
temporal relations that are designed in our framework. Having detected the frames
and the relations, the final output of the DMR generation became a graph, whose
nodes are the frames (Action or Entity frames), while edges are the relations. Math-
ematically speaking, we assume that DMR is a graph Gd = (V,E), where E is the
set of entity and action frames (i.e. the nodes) and E is the set of relations including
Case-Role, Domain, and Temporal Relations (i.e. the edges).
Algorithm 1 DMRGen
Input: P = {pi, i = 1→ N}, OntologyO, Parser CFG DictionaryH
Output: Gd = (V,E) is a graph of Entity and/or Action frames as vertices, where related frames are
connected by edges
Initialization: V = ∅,E = ∅
for all pi in P do
Initialize Ei = ∅ andAi = ∅, where Ei andAi are the Entity and the Action frames to be detected
in pi.
InitializeRiC = ∅,RiD = ∅, andRiT = ∅ , whereRiC ,RiD , andRiT are the Case-Role, Domain,
and Temporal Relations to be detected in pi.
FillFramesAndRelatons(pi, Ei,Ai,RiC ,RiD ,RiT ,O,H)
V = V ∪ Ei ∪ Ai.
R = R ∪RiC ∪RiD ∪RiT .
end for
return Gd
function FillFramesAndRelation(p, E ,A,RC ,RD ,RT ,O,H)
fn = GetMatchingRuleFunction(p,H)
if fn is not NULL then
fn((p, E ,A,RC ,RD ,RT , Ontology)
else
for all ch in p.children do
FillFramesAndRelations(ch, E ,A,RC ,RD ,RT , Ontology)
end for
end if
end
The DMR generation procedure is illustrated in algorithm 1. The set of frames
V and relations E are initialized to empty sets. In order to generate the DMR, each
pi ∈ P is traversed and the grammatical structure is followed to define subjects,
objects, and verbs. Entity frames are created for objects and subjects. While Action
Frames are created for verbs. We denote the set of Entity-Frames in the ith sen-
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tence by E i = {ei1, ei2 · · · eiend}, and the set of Action-Frame in the same sentence
as Ai = {ai1, ai2 · · · aiend}. Each frame is augmented with its intended sense from
the node information stored in the SEPTs (i.e. n.s). This step also includes adding
attributes of each frame if any. For example, “small red ball”, a “ball” entity frame
is generated with attributes “small” and “red”. The attributes were detected using the
parse tree structure. In this case, “small” and “red” are adjective of “ball”. In addition,
the type of the attributes is determined by the ontology (e.g. red is a color attribute).
Simultaneously, the relations (see figure 8) were created following the syntactic struc-
ture of the sentences to connect the generated frames. No new frames are created for
anaphors, they are linked to the frames they refer exploiting n.r. The newly gener-
ated frames for each statement are added to V and they are connected by case-role,
domain, and temporal relations following the parse tree structure. These relations are
then added to the edges E. We name the function that fills all the frames and relation
as “FillFramesAndRelation”, see algorithm 1.
Practically, we implemented the function “FillFramesAndRelations” by recur-
sively traversing the given SEPT pi starting from the root node. Each node is checked
processing each grammar rule in each node in the produced parse trees; This could
be possibly any rule that our parser allows. Each rule could be processed differ-
ently depending on whether it produces of frames and relations. For instance, Entity
Frames are added to E while processing NP node (see figure 6 Syntactic Analyzer
Output). Another example is that Domain Relations are added to RD while pro-
cessing a rule like S = DS(“because′′, “Sothat′′|“So′′)DS, where there are two
statement (DS) separated by and preposition that indicate a reason on a result (e.g.
“because”,“So that”, and “So”). Following the same idea, it is not hard to build a
function for the rules of interest that to fill the frames and the relations in each state-
ment2. A hash tableH help retrieve each of these function based on the rule as a key.
GetMatchingRuleFunction(p, H) simply returns the function that processes p’s rule
if one exist in H, and NULL otherwise. Having traversed all pi ∈ P by “FillFrame-
sAndRelations”, a complete graph of all the information in text is created which is
the DMR (i.e. Gd = (V,E)). Figure 7 shows an example meaning representation for
the statement ”Ali ate the sandwich because he was hungry”.
Fig. 7: Example Meaning Repre-
sentation for “Ali ate the Sand-
wich in The restaurant because he
was hungry”
Fig. 8: Relations in Meaning Representation
and their weights
2 we will put the code of the framework online
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6 MLMR Generation
Figure 9 shows our MLMR recursive generation step. Initially Gd meaning repre-
sentation is passed to Meaning Representation Summarization Algorithm (MRSA)
algorithm, detailed later in this section Specifically, MRSA generates the abstracted
version of Gd, we name parent MR Gp, and it connects parent abstract nodes in the
Gp to regions in the Gd that details such abstract nodes in Gp . We name those regions
as DMR Regions. Then each of the DMR Regions are processed recursively by the
MLMR process if there are still big to fit in the screen. This termination criterion
could be defined by the number of nodes for instance. In our case, we simply stop
after the MR did not change from the previous iteration. The remaining part of this
section details the MRSA algorithm, the role of the ontology in the algorithm, and
how to make the MLMR Generation process interactive.
Fig. 9: MLMR Recursive Generation (best seen in color). Orange blocks indicates
recursion.
6.1 Ontology
We assume that the ontology has the the property that semantically related concepts
have short paths in the hierarchy of the ontology. We also assume that the concepts
in the ontology could be mapped to the senses of the frames stored in the DMR.
We opt to study our framework in one domain to prove that the concept works. An-
other reason is that natural language research is still progressing towards generalizing
ontologies so that it covers an arbitrary text. The ontology, utilized in this work, con-
sists of 1300 concepts that we created according to the taxonomy of the historical
figures topics. The ontology consists of three root nodes of “Work”, “Personal Life”,
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“Political Life”; the ontology is attached in the supplementary materials. Concepts
presented in the textual information are assumed to be found as sub-nodes under one
of these four root nodes. The main reason behind designing our custom ontology is to
focus on the evaluation of our main contribution, Multilevel MindMap visualization,
rather than addressing ambiguity problems that exist in the available ontologies (e.g.
WordNet [36], SUMO [38], and CYC [29]), which are out of the scope of this work.
It is important to note that, for each concept in the ontology, we added a field
called “MAP-LEX”. This field basically contains all the senses that matches these
concepts. The purpose of this field is to easily map frames in a meaning representation
to its corresponding concept. Hence, after the DMR is generated, we augmented each
frame in the DMR with the corresponding concept in the ontology by finding the
concept, whose “MAP-LEX” field contains its stored sense3. Finally, each concept
also contains “Is-Visual” flag which indicates whether the concept could be presented
as a picture.
6.2 MRSA
The objective of MRSA is to summarize a meaning representation (MR), based on
the ontology and the important frames in the MR. Each frame of the summarized
MR is connected to regions (i.e., a set of frames Vc ⊂ V and relations Ec ⊂ E) in
the input MR that are related to that frame. Frames in the summarized MR/parent
MR that map to more than one frame in the input MR are denoted by group frames.
Figure 10 shows the block diagram of MRSA algorithm. The rationale behind MRSA
is to measure the significance of MR frames by a weight assignment phase. It then
selects the most important frames (we call them main frames) by clustering, based on
the assigned weights. Then, the main frames persist at the top level, with surrounding
actions, conceptually grouped according to a conceptual metric (i.e., distance be-
tween the concepts inside the ontology hierarchy). This is achieved by a conceptual
based partitioning step.
6.2.1 Weight Assignment
In this step, a weight for each frame f ∈ V of Gd graph is assigned to indicate its
level of significance; the higher the weight, the more significant the frame is. Each of
the case roles, domain relations, and temporal relations is assigned a constant weight
depending on its type (see figure 8; for example Agent may have a score different
from Location or Reason). We observed that important Entity-frames have many im-
portant relationships to the other frames. Based on this observation, we model the
weight per Entity-Frame as the sum of the weights of its surrounding relations (see
Equation 1).
WkEF =
∑
i
NkCRiwCRi +
∑
i
NkDRiwDRi +
∑
i
NkTRiwTRi , (1)
3 All senses are identified by wordNet sense index
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Fig. 10: MR Summarization Algorithm (MRSA)
where W kEF is the weight of the k
th Entity Frame (∈ V ) and NkCRi is the number of
Case Role relations of type i in of the kth Entity Frame. Similarly, NkDRi and N
k
TRi
are the number of Domain Relations, Temporal Relations of type i in fk respectively.
wCRi , wDRi and wTRi are the constant weights assigned to CaseRole, Domain and
Time Relations of type i (figure 8).
On the other hand, we assume that an Action-Frame is important if its is con-
nected to important frames. Hence, the weight of each Action-Frame updated by its
neighbors (see Equation 2).
WkAF =
∑
i
(RCRi
∑
j
w(FkCRij )) +
∑
i
(RDRi
∑
j
w(FkDRij )) +
∑
i
(RTRi
∑
j
w(FkTRij )),
(2)
where W kAF is the weight of Action Frame k, RCRi defines the weight of the case
role of type i (figure 8). w(F kCRij ) is the weight of the j
th frame connected to frame
k with caserole of type i. Similarly, RTRi and RDRi are the corresponding ratios for
temporal and domain relations while w(F kDRij ) and w(F
k
TRij
) are the corresponding
weights of frames related to frame k with temporal and domain relations respectively.
6.2.2 Weight-based Partitioning
The entity frame weights, obtained from the weight assignment, are partitioned into
clusters using K-Means++ [3] which has an advantage of the initial seeding of the
cluster centers. K-Means++ provides a way to avoid producing poor clustering which
is more likely to happen by the standard K-Means algorithm. The first cluster center
is chosen uniformly at random as one of the data points, then each subsequent cluster
center is chosen from the remaining data points with probability proportional to its
squared distance from the point’s closest existing cluster center. We used the method
in [44] to select the best K with maximum ratio between the intra-cluster distance
measure (intra) and is the inter-cluster distance measure (inter), as illustrated in
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equation 3.
intra =
1
N
K∑
i=1
∑
x∈Ci
||x− zi||2, inter = min(||zi − zj ||2), i 6= j (3)
where zi and zj are centers of clusters i and j respectively, and Ci is the set of
points that belong to cluster i. Having performed the clustering, we select the cluster
of frames of the highest center as the main frames.
6.2.3 Concept-based Partitioning
The objective of this step is to group semantically related frames under one common
concept according to the ontology (i.e. abstraction). The associated actions of each
main entity frame (extracted from the top cluster of the weight-based partitioning)
are passed through the concept-based partitioning and a list of concepts with their
corresponding frames is returned. If an action frame of a main entity frame was not
grouped with any of the other action frames, the associated entity frames of that
action frame are grouped using concept-based partitioning. So, the new summarized
meaning representation contains (1) the main entity frames, (2) the grouped concepts
associated with them as new action frames, (3) the ungrouped action frames around
the main entity frames, and (4) the grouped concepts of entity frames around them
as new entity frames. The following steps illustrates how to conceptually partition
concepts around each main entity frame.
1. Group frames of the exact concept (i.e. ontological distance =0).
2. Merge two frames whose concepts has the shortest path in the ontology.
3. Repeat step 2, until the count of the groups <= Gth (We used Gth=6).
The bottom-up manner of our conceptual grouping algorithm behaves as a variant
of Agglomerative hierarchical clustering. The algorithm mainly analyzes the selected
frame(a) and its neighbors and try to do conceptual partitioning if convenient as il-
lustrated in figure 11 for Einstein and figure 2 for Shakespeare. The advantage of
this model is that each high level frame could be expanded into details (the DMR re-
gions). The highest level of groups serves as the abstracted Meaning representation.
the DMR region for each abstracted frame is generated by including all the frames
that are descendants of the given group frame following the Agglomerative hierarchi-
cal clusters.
In Shakespeare’s example, “Shakespeare”, as a main entity frame, is detected by
the weight assignment and partitioning steps. Afterwards, Shakespeare’s actions are
grouped conceptually using our conceptual-based partitioning through the ontology.
For instance, action frames of “earn” (living), “wrote” (35 good plays), and “is” (great
literature) are grouped under “Work” concept in the ontology. While, action frames
of “lived in” (Strateford), “born” (in 1564), and “had” (3 children) are grouped under
“Life/Personal Life” concept. From this example, it is intuitive that conceptual parti-
tioning is done in a bottom-up manner, which is adopted in our algorithm. Hence, It
takes only 1-2 recursive calls in these examples. In general, the algorithm recursive
calls depend on the ontology and the number of concepts in the given instance.
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Fig. 11: Einstein Multi Level MindMaps
6.3 Interactive MLMR Generation
MLMR Generation could be also interactive as follows. Firstly, the DMR is sum-
marized by MRSA. The summarized MR is then passed to MindMap Generation,
detailed in the next section, to pictorially visualize the most abstract level of the
MindMap. The user then can interacts with the generated MindMaps by selecting
one of the group frames which triggers running MSRA for the subset of DMR re-
ferred by the group frame. The Mindmap generation then visualizes the output MR,
which represents the details of the selected group frame. The same process could be
repeated interactively until the most detailed level is reached. Previous steps could
be stored to allow going back to parent levels and down to the detailed levels. In this
interactive mode, the generation is also effective since only the top level need to be
computed, and group frames are detailed based on the interactions by the user.
7 MindMap Generation
In the MindMap generation step, an arbitrary meaning representation is converted
into a MindMap that contains images for visual frames and dynamically allocate
them on the screen. Visual frames are determined by checking whether the frame’s
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concept is visual in the ontology. Then, a query text is generated for each visual
frame to retrieve a relevant image from Google Image Search [20].
7.1 Query Generation and Image Web Retrieval
We propose two approaches to generate the query. In the first approach, the given
frame name is associated with its filled attributes. For instance, if there exist an entity
frame (Ball: Color= Red, Size=small), the generated query will be “small red ball”.
On the other hand, The second approach involves frame combination. For example,
if we have a sentence like “Shakespeare performed before the queen in December”.
If “the queen” is web-searched as suggested by the first approach, an irrelevant image
will likely be retrieved. However, if the query combines “Shakespeare” and “queen”.
The query is more likely to return a picture of “Queen Elizabeth”, which is meant by
this sentence. That is why we tried to combine frames in the query. We implemented
the second approach as follows. Given frame i, we add, to the query generated by
the first approach, the name of frame(s) within two edges from frame i (i.e., relevant
frame). However, we add the names of the frames, only if it is significantly more
important. In other words, relative weight of frame i should be high, with respect to
frame j. Mathematically speaking, WFiWFj > th where WFi is the weight of frame
i, WFj is weight of frame j , th is the relative importance threshold (th =6 in our
experiments).
Finally, the images displayed in the generated MindMap are retrieved using Google
Image Search (GoIS). We used the GoIS API to retrieve the relevant images using the
generated query and the first image in the results is chosen.
7.2 Automatic Layout allocation
A graph drawing algorithm must take into account aesthetics: criteria for making
salient characteristics of the graph easily readable. Some aesthetic criteria include
minimizing number of edge crossings, maintaining straight edges as possible,maximize
display symmetry, etc. In our work, we achieved an acceptable layout by adopting
the spring model by Thomas Kamps et al in [25]. Spring model meets two aesthetic
principles 4. First, all edges are prefered to have the same length. Second, the lay-
out should be symmetric as possible. The main idea is to model the cost function by
attaching a spring between the edges of the desired length as in equation 4.
E =
n−1∑
i=1
n∑
j=i+1
Kij((xi − xj)2 + (yi − yj)2 + l2ij − 2lij
√
(xi − xj)2 + (yi− yj)2
(4)
where (xi, yi) is the location of the the node i. lij is the desired length between
node i and node j (It is not necessary to have an edge between node i and node j).
There are four parameters that we designed while adopting the spring model (1) l
4 Other third party commercial tools/methods could be used also here (e.g. Microsoft AGL
http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/projects/msagl/
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which is the desired length of directly connected nodes; we set l to 50. (2) D, which
is the diameter of the drawing (i.e. the maximum distance between a pair of nodes
in our system); we set D to 600. (3) lij = l, if there is an edge between node i and
node j. Otherwise, lij =
D·dij
minl,m{dlm} , where dlm is the length of the shortest path
between node l and node m. (4) In our system, all-pairs shortest paths are computed ,
between every pair of nodes, using Floyd Warshall algorithm [19]. Kij is the weight
assigned for the cost function between node i and node j, which indicate the strength
of the spring associate between node i and j. Kij = 1d∗ij2 , where d
∗
ij = dij if there is
no edge between node i and node j, d∗ij = l otherwise. This indicates less restrictive
springs, when nodes are not directly connected.
While nodes are assumed to be points in [25], each node i in our setting is a
rectangular area Ri of width Wi and height Hi, centered around the node position
(xi, yi). For instance, Ri will be the size of the image to be rendered, if node i is
associated with an image. To tackle this problem, we add, to each lij ,
Mi+Mj
2 , where
Mk is the diameter of RectangleRk of node k. The rationale behind adding
Mi+Mj
2 is
that when the distance between the centers of two rectangles is Mi+Mj2 , the rectangles
does not intersect regardless their positions. Finally, the gradient of the cost function
is computed and used to find a local minimum. We used random re-initialization
strategy to reach a good solution minimizing equation 4. We run the spring model 10
times with different initial seeds selected randomly on the screen and the layout with
the minimum cost is selected.
8 Experimental Results
This section presents the evaluation methodology and experiments of our MindMap
Automation Framework. The evaluation was based on 4900 Mechanical Turk (MTurk) [9]
rating responses, with different system parameters. As indicated in [7], MTurk users
have less than 2% of the workers have no high school degree and average education
years of 14.9. In order to improve the quality of the responses, the workers were
exposed to illustrative examples before getting introduced to the instances used for
the evaluation. Furthermore, We also required that the MTurk-workers have at least
a 95% approval rate and 1,000 approved assignments 5 to work on our experiments.
The following subsections details the evaluation dataset, three experiments to evalu-
ate different aspects of our framework.
8.1 Historical Figures Dataset and Evaluation Metrics
Since there is no existing datasets to evaluate MindMap Visualization, we created our
own dataset to validate our framework. We chose articles of Historical Figures (e.g.,
Shakespeare, George Washington, etc) to build our dataset. Thirty-five historical fig-
ures were chosen from the BBC historical figures section [6] of size between 150
words to 250 words. We used our framework to generate 455 different MindMaps
5 This is based on their previous history that is maintained in MTurk system
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from these Thirty-five chosen articles. The four hundred and fifty-five MindMaps
indicates that thirteen MindMaps were generated for each article, one for each pa-
rameter setting (detailed in this section). The four hundred and fifty-five cases were
evaluated based on Human Subject Rankings by 4900 MTurk workers’ responses on
the following five question survey.
1. To what extent does the generated output represent the text (Regardless the pic-
tures) ? Grade 1-5.
2. To what extent are the generated pictures relevant? Grade 1-5.
3. How many missing actions are there in the shown diagram (if no missing actions,
please put 0)?
4. How many missing entities are there in the shown diagram (if no missing entities
, please put 0)?
5. How many repeated entities/actions are there in the shown diagram (if no repeated
entities/actions, please put 0)?
Our evaluation is partitioned into three experiments to evaluate the effect of chang-
ing the system parameters. The framework was evaluated upon three main variations.
(a) GoIS Parameters (Size, Image Type) [20] for single level MindMap in Experiment
1 (b) Concept combination in Experiment 2 (c) Multilevel MindMaps in Experiment
3. The responses of the experiments were evaluated based on three metrics: (1) Mean,
(2) Standard Deviation to indicate the stability of the response, and (3) For grading
questions (i.e., Q1,2), Satisfaction Ratio (SR) that is defined as SR = #of responses≥4#ofresponses .
Appendix A shows the generated single-level and multilevel MindMaps for Akhen-
tan, Van Gokh, George Washington, and Newton, a subset of the evaluated outputs (
figures 14, 15, 16, and 17 ). More automatically generated MindMaps are attached in
the supplementary materials. While, the framework can allow the user to change the
retrieved images, we only evaluate results with images automatically retrieved by our
method.
8.2 Experiment 1 (315 cases, 3150 responses )
In Experiment 1, we evaluate the MTurk workers’ satisfaction with Single Level
MindMaps, and test whether their responses are biased by varying the displayed
image parameters. We tested nine variations: three different image types (All [any
image], ClipArt, LineArt) and three sizes (All, Auto, Small). The auto size is a
size mode, we implemented to determine the image size according to the weight of
the frame to be visualized, computed in subsection 6.2.1. Our implementation uses
medium size image ( biggest suitable size for MindMaps) if the number of relations
to it is greater than six, otherwise, the system uses small image size. The MindMap
generation phase in this experiment did not involve concept combination (which is
evaluated in Experiment 2). Overall, we have 315 (9 × 35) cases with ten MTurk
responses each (i.e. 3150 responses). Table 1 (top part) presents the user response
statistics grouped by all the nine variations. The results indicate general satisfaction
by the MTurk workers.
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Table 1: Human Subject Responses for Experiments 1, 2, 3
Experiment 1
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5
Mean 4.42 4.34 0.54 0.59 0.48
StdDev 0.84 0.87 1.58 1.74 1.68
SR 0.86 0.84
Experiment 2
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5
Mean 4.51 4.27 0.45 0.5 0.23
StdDev 0.65 0.82 1.25 1.47 0.58
SR 0.92 0.79
Experiment 3
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5
Mean 4.48 4.33 0.59 0.61 0.25
StdDev 0.87 0.94 1.51 1.55 0.93
SR 0.89 0.84
Q1 and Q2 are the most relevant questions to the appearance of the generated
MindMap and the generated images. The results of these questions are grouped for
each of the nine variations in this experiment. Figure 12 shows the three evaluation
metrics for the nine cases on Q1 and Q2, which indicates that changing the image type
or size almost does not affect the responses of the MTurk workers. In other words,
these responses were not biased to specific image type or size.
Fig. 12: Experiment1 grouped results (Q1,2): Mean and StdDev is on the left while
SR is on the right
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8.3 Experiment 2 (105 cases,1050 responses )
Experiment 2 focuses on evaluating the user satisfaction of the MindMaps in case
of Concept Combination mode (described in subsection 7.1). To evaluate whether
the MTurk workers were biased to the pictures, we created Concept Combination
cases with three variations of image types resulting in 105 cases (3 × 35 historical
figures). Each case was evaluated by ten different MTurk anonymous workers (1050
responses).
Table 1 (middle part) shows summarized results for the experiment. Compared to
Experiment 1, there is an improvement of 2% in the mean and 7% in the satisfaction
ratio for Q1 with the use of concept combination. However the satisfaction ratio of
Q2 (pictures satisfaction) decreased by 10%. This indicates that the retrieved image
using direct query is relatively better than retrieved image using Concept Combina-
tion query. The results were also grouped by the three variations of Experiment 2,
which indicate a similar behavior to Experiment 1(i.e. No bias).
It is important to mention that, the relevance of the MindMap images currently
depends only on the quality of the firstly-ranked image retrieved by our generated
query from GoIS. After careful look on the MTurk responses and our own evalua-
tion of this experiment, we found that most of the retrieved images are relevant using
direct queries. However, in some cases, it does not retrieve a relevant image. For
example, ”new capital” node in Akhentan example, is assigned to an unsatisfactory
image; see figure 14 in Appendix A. Our intuition is that context information is not
considered in this retrieved images in direct query mode, which we tried to model by
concept combination (CC) queries. Having applied CC mode to Akhentan example,
we managed to retrieve an image of a pharaonic land for this ”new capital” query,
which is more relevant. However, the CC mode negatively affected the overall per-
formance of remaining queries since it badly affects most of the remaining frames,
as illustrated in the results of this experiment.
Q1 Q2
Mean StdDev SR Mean StdDev SR
All 4.56 0.63 0.937 4.31 0.825 0.8
LineArt 4.53 0.61 0.939 4.24 0.827 0.76
ClipArt 4.46 0.71 0.91 4.26 0.825 0.81
Table 2: Experiment 2 (Q1,2) grouped results.
8.4 Experiment 3 (35 cases,700 responses)
The purpose of this experiment is mainly to rate the partitioning of the information in
the multilevel MindMaps and not the evaluation of the retrieved images (evaluated in
Experiment 1 and 2). Hence, we selected one case for each historical figure (with the
best images retrieved in Experiment 1). Q2 was changed to evaluate of conceptual
grouping instead of the pictures as they was already evaluated in Experiments 1 and
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2. Question 2 became “To what extent are you satisfied with the structure of the
Multi-level MindMap 6? Grade 1-5”. To evaluate it interactively, we have generated
35 interactive flash files (one for each historical figure). Each flash file was evaluated
by twenty MTurk Users (i.e., 700 responses).
Results are shown in Table 1 (bottom part). There is 1.4% and 3% improvement
in the mean and SR respectively compared to the single-level MindMaps. The re-
sults show the satisfaction of the users with the hierarchical representation of the
MindMap. While both single-level and multilevel approaches give satisfactory out-
puts, the multilevel approach is the only way to represent all information in large text,
where single level generation is not applicable.
In order to give a careful consideration to the criticism of the generated Multilevel
MindMaps, we computed the lowest 15% for all the ratings for Q1 and Q2. We also
computed the lowest 15% percentile for the ratings of each of the 35 Historical figures
and we reported the average overall the historical figures; see table 3. We further
investigated the highest errors reported by the MTurk workers, in response to Q3, Q4
and Q5, which indicate missing actions, entities, or redundancy of any of them. For
each of 35 historical figure, we select the responses that have Non-zero values for Q3,
Q4, and Q5. Then, we compute the average over all the historical figures; see table 4.
Table 3: Experiment 3 worst 15% percentile Q1 and Q2: The first row shows the
15% percentile over the all responses, while, the second row shows the mean of the
average of the 15% for each of historical figure
Q1 Q2
Mean of 15% percentile worst responses 4 3
Mean of the average 15% percentile for each 35 historical figures 3.78 3.57
Table 4: The average of the non-zero responses’ mean of Q3, Q4 and Q5 for each
historical figure in Experiment 3
Q3 Q4 Q5
Average of Non-zero responses 3.57 2.83 2.00
However, this group of responses does not indicate high disagreement with the
generated MindMaps as indicated in tables 3 and 4, we carefully investigated the
provided comments by the human subjects on the three experiments. We noticed that
the main criticism of the least satisfied subjects was due to some missing/redundant
pieces of information and irrelevant images in the MindMap. While, the experiments
6 Clarification information included in the correct class (e.g Work, Personal Life, and Political Life). As
an incorrect instance, information like the historical figure’s birth or death is classified under Work. This
clarification was exposed to the MTurk workers with examples
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and our investigation indicate that these cases are few, it is an important feedback to
consider for our future work, in which targets generalization on larger scales.
9 Discussion and Conclusion
Our framework has multiple limitations. For instance, it depends on the quality of
the syntactic analyzer to pass information. If a statement could not be parsed, then it
will be ignored, and its information will not be included in the generated MindMap
accordingly. Another limitation is that the MLMR algorithm assumes that there is
a central idea of a given document, which is valid for the historical figures dataset,
but not valid in general. In the future, we aim at exploring different methods to gen-
erate hierarchy of abstract information in the text and use word vectors (e.g. [35])
to help semantically related information that might not be captured by the ontol-
ogy. We aim to extend the system such that it is reliable in handling very large text
Fig. 13: Text-to-Multilevel-
MindMap performance on 3.3
GHZ Intel Xeon Processor-6GB
Memory
(e.g., a book). Furthermore, we will investi-
gate different approaches to retrieve more rel-
evant images from the textual query. In order
to generate MindMaps for a large in a rea-
sonable time, the framework computational
time needs to be significantly reduced. For in-
stance, Multi-level MindMap Generation of
a 250 word document take about 40 seconds
on a 3.3GHZ-6GB machine; see figure 13).
The recorded time is the average time to con-
vert raw text to MultiLevel MindMap includ-
ing automatic layout allocation. Finally, rather
than restricting our domain to historical figures in this work, we plan to investigate
the generalization of MindMap visualization for any text and tackle ontology-related
problems.
In conclusion, we have designed and implemented the first automated framework
generates a multilevel Mind Map visualization out of English text. The system was
comprehensively tested under different parameter settings by MTurk Human Subjects
and high satisfaction rates have been recorded.
Appendices
Appendix A
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Fig. 14: Akhentan Single Level and Multi Level MindMaps
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Fig. 15: Van Gokh Single Level and Multi Level MindMaps
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Fig. 16: George Washington Single Level and Multi Level MindMaps
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Fig. 17: Newton Single Level and Multi Level MindMaps
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